A NEW SUMMER CAMP MINISTRY FOR HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR GRADUATES OF THE CHICAGO METROPOLIS.

CAMP SHOWED YOU THE LIGHT.

NOW IT'S TIME TO LET IT SHINE.

FANARI CAMP PRESENTS

LIGHTHOUSE
EST. 2019

MORE INFO: CHICAGO.GOARCH. ORG/LIGHTHOUSE
@LIGHTHOUSECHICAGO

JUNE 26 - JULY 3, 2021
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
Lighthouse Learning Objectives

Mission: Lighthouse is a summer camp ministry for Orthodox high school seniors offered by the Greek Orthodox Metropolis of Chicago, administered by Orthodox clergy and laypeople who work with campers to prepare them in a Christ-centered way for the social, emotional, practical, and spiritual challenges they will face in college.

Vision (the unseen future reality of Lighthouse): To foster campers’ authentic engagement, commitment, community, and involvement as Orthodox Christians throughout their college years and beyond.

Learning Outcomes: The foundation of Lighthouse’s design is based on three steps: Ignite. Illumine. Radiate. Each step builds upon the next as campers move from a discovery of self to a better understanding of God, and love of neighbor. From their week-long session, Lighthouse campers will...

• Be confident in their sense of self as Orthodox Christians and will have developed trust in their new Lighthouse community. Ignite.

• Identify and reflect on their God-given strengths, and articulate how they might utilize these strengths to live out their vocation* as Orthodox Christians. Ignite.

• Articulate and better understand the primary beliefs of the Orthodox Faith as found in scripture and theology. Illumine.

• Engage in discussions about popular cultural issues such as relationships, identity, self-control, and love while being guided by the wisdom of the Orthodox Church. Illumine.

• Experience the Orthodox Christian ethos of community, service to neighbor, missions, and service to God. Radiate.

• Leave with an extended Orthodox family of peers, clergy, and laypeople whom they can rely on and call upon throughout their college years and beyond. Radiate.

*Vocation in this context is based on the definition of that term as found in the book Christ at Work by Ann Bezzerides. She defines vocation as “one’s ongoing and unique way of being in the world that is a response to Christ’s call to love God with heart, soul, mind, and strength, and one’s neighbor as oneself.”